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—p'X, simply because the z' is symmetric in u,
s7, d, and 2 quarks, of which also the initial sys-
tems are composed. The only differences of rel-
evance are that there are 50%%uq more quarks in a.

proton than in a pion (the same is assumed for
the sea) and that the pion constituents hence get
50/p more kinetic energy than the proton constit-
uents with the same projectile momentum.

Thus I get

1.5x(~-p-~'X at &00 Gev/c)

=(pp- n'X at 300 GeV/c).

To test this relation in the interval 0~ x~~ 0.6,
I rewrite it in the form

The presence of neutrons in the tungsten target
should not bias this test and the A dependences
in the cross sections in the right-hand side are
presumably divided out.

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that Eq. (2) is remark-
ably successful in the full x~ range. I therefore
conclude that the presence of a leading antiquark
in the beam pion seems to be unimportant for 7,

"

production in the studied Pz interval, in contrast
to the simple fact that the projectile has two va-
lence quarks instead of three.

I have benefitted from discussions with L. Berg-
strom. Financial support from the Swedish Atom-
ic Research Council is gratefully acknowledged.

(pp —~'x)„, (pp -~x)„,
{w p-~'x)„, (pp-~x)„, '

where n in the right-hand side means averaging
over & and ~- production to estimate ~' yields.
I take the left-hand side directly from Ref. 1 and
estimate the right-hand side from the Chicago-
Princeton data' on proton-tungsten& collisions.
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We report results on the production of muon
400-GeV proton-nucleus collisions. A total of
5.5 to 11 GeV with a cross section which is in
of a high-mass dielectron continuum signal in
dynamics and comparisons with parton-model
tions of resolution and continuum uncertainty,
evidence for fine structure above 5 GeV.

pairs in the mass range 2.5 to 20 GeV in
159 events are observed in the mass range
agreement with the previous observation
this interval. Details on the production
predictions are presented. Within limita-
the dirnuon mass spectrum provides no

We have previously reported the observation of
massive (~ 3 GeV) e'e pairs produced in 400-GeV
proton-Be collisions at Fermilab. " This Letter
reports the results of an experiment we have per-
formed to detect muon pairs over the same mass
range. The conversion to muons was motivated
by the higher data, -taking rate made possible by
filtering most hadrons. Although this comes with

poorer mass resolution and different backgrounds,
we have been able to increase by a factor of 5 the
statistical significance of the high-mass data, over
that in the e'e run. '

In order to carry out these observations, our
two-arm spectrometer (shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. 1)
was modified in a number of ways. Five meters
of Be were added as a hadron filter just down-
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stream of the target in the 50-95 mrad aperture
of each arm. This was followed by 1 m of CH, .
A hodoscope of horizontal scintillators was in-
stalled inside each of the spectrometer magnets
in order to define muon trajectories better. Two
gas Cherenkov counters in each arm provided a
high-energy threshold for muons of -12 GeV/c.
Also, an 8-nuclear-mean-free-path hadron calor-
imeter was installed behind the lead-glass calor-
imeter to reject hadrons which punch through the
hadron filter. Finally, the muon character of the
event was insured by the addition of 1.3 m of
steel behind each hadron calorimeter, followed
by a set of three liquid-scintillator muon count-
ers.

Data were collected with Cu and Be targets of
-30% of an interaction length using a proton beam
intensity of (6-9)X 10"protons per pulse. Back-
grounds in the dimuon run arise from several
sources: (i) muons from pion and kaon decays
which contribute to pairs either by accidental
coincidences or by correlations of the parent had-
rons, and (ii) low-energy muons which capitalize
on the absence of detectors upstream of the mag-
net and simulate high-momentum muons by Cou-
lomb scattering.

A large component of the background was ob-
served and dealt with by studying p, 'p, ' and p, p.

pairs. About 30% of the running time was invest-
ed in these studies. The same-sign pairs are
dominated by accidental coincidences (70+ 30%),
as monitored by the technique described in Ref. 1.
Since it is known from lower-mass dimeson stud-
ies' that h'h'+h h =—2h'h, a straight subtraction
of 2(g'p, '+ J~ p, ) removes background of type (i)
above. Additional background comes from real
p, 'p pairs at lower mass (e.g. , g) which, through
multiple Coulomb scattering, appear at higher
mass. Monte CarLo studies of these effects show
that they are negligible above 5 GeV.

Sufficient redundancy in the muon identification
was obtained from cuts on track quality X', the
correct hodoscope element inside the magnet,
Cherenkov counter pulse heights, the correct
muon counter pulse height, and reconstructed
horizontal target Location.

Cross sections are obtained using a Monte Car-
lo calculation of the acceptance which includes
the effects of the substantial energy loss of muons
in the beryllium and CH, absorbers including the
contributions of Landau straggling and brems-
strahlung. In the energy determination of the
muons, the calculation of Sternheimer' for the
~nost Probable energy Loss has been used. Strin-
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FIG. 1. High-mass dimuon spectrum. Errors are
statistical only. Cross sections are in units per nucle-
on from the Cu target assuming a linear A dependence.
Bashed curve is the background obtained from 2(p+p. +

+p p ). Inset shows the raw data sample in the g' re-
gion taken with the high-mass spectrometer setting.

gent tests of the Monte Carlo and of this proce-
dure are met by prediction of the observed tar-
get distribution and the observed resolution of the
J/g and of its correctly observed mass value.

The Monte Carlo program calculates an accep-
tance in the variables m, p, , y, and cos8* of the
dimuon, where cos8~ is the decay angle in the
dimuon rest frame. We note that the acceptance
in y is centered near y = 0 and ranges from —0.2
to +0.3 while the mass acceptance is very broad
with sensitivity extending out to 20 GeV.

Figure 1 presents the cross section d'o/dmdy
at y = 0 versus dimuon mass. An inset also shows
a sample of raw data. A total of 159 events are
observed above a, mass of 5.5 QeV with the Cu
target; a strong J/g peak and a shoulder consis-
tent with (' are also noted. ' The mass spectrum
for ~w & 4.5 GeV is model-independent to the level
of + 30% based on the observed distributions of
the dynamic variables. ' In addition, there is an
overall uncertainty of + 40% in the absolute nor-
malization due to uncertainty in flux, efficiency,
and A dependence (see below). Our best estimate
of the background, obtained from 2(p'p. '+ p y. ),
is indicated as the dashed line in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 presents the dynamics of the high-
mass dimuons. In Fig. 2(a) we plot the invariant
cross section Ed'o/dp' sty =0 versus the trans-
verse momentum, P „for each of four mass in-
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FIG. 2. Dynamics of high-mass dimuons: (a) F. d3a//

dp aty = 0 versus p& for four mass intervals Ithe solid
lines represent exp( —1.29P,)] and (b) d20./dmdy versus
Iyl for the same mass intervals. Background has not
been subtracted.

tervals above 4.5 GeV. As shown by the solid
lines in Fig. 2(a), the data can be well fitted by
an exponential form exp(- bP, ) with a mass-inde-
pendent slope parameter b =1.29+ 0.10 GeV. Fit-
ting mass intervals separately gives the slope pa-
rameters b =1.26+ 1.3, 1.18+ 0.24, 1.52+ 0.28,
and 1.22+ 0.39 GeV ' for the four mass intervals
shown in Fig. 2. The background is less than 10%
in each of these mass bins and has not been sub-
tracted from any of the distributions. We note
that these P, distributions are extremely broad
((p, ) = 1.5 GeV/c) and are in fact chara, cteristic
of the trend seen in the production of hadrons. '

Figure 2(b) gives the dependence of the invari-
ant cross section, integrated over P„on the cen-
ter-of-mass rapidity y for the same four mass in-
terva, ls. The data in each mass interval show no
significanty dependence in our narrow range of
acceptance (-0.2&y &+0.3).

The 360 events on Cu observed with I )4.5 GeV
give cross sections d'o/dm dy at y = 0 in coarse
mass intervals which a.re given in Table I. These
background-subtracted cross sections are plotted
in Fig. 3, where they are compared with our elec-
tron results' and with the predictions of the Drell-
Yan parton-antiparton annihilation model' employ-
ing a variety of parton and antiparton distribu-
tions. ' "

We note further, as in Ref. 1, that a,ll of the
parton-model predictions require the additional
color degree of freedom in order to be consistent
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FIG. 3. High-mass dilepton production at 400 GeV.
All data are background-subtracted and errors are sta-
tistical only.

with the data integrated over P, . The parton mod-
el of Ref. 10 with x~(x) ~(l -x)' for the antipar-
ton distribution seems to characterize the ob-
served mass dependence of the data best although
it lies yet a factor of -1.5 higher in normaliza. -
tion. ' The effect of the observed broad P, distri-
butions upon these predictions is not clear to us
in these comparisons and arises fundamental
questions about the limitations of the Drell- Yan
model.

The measured cross section (d'v/dm dy), , can
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be simply parametrized in the scaling form:

d (T
m ' = (3.8 + 1.4) x 10 "

dms, ()

y e-~» 7~& ~ 6~'T 2 Gexr2e, ,

where T = m'/s. This predicts an increase in
cross section of a factor of 15 at m =10 GeV for a
c.m. energy of Zs = 52 GeV and it also predicts a
cross section greater than 7&10 " cm' for pro-
duction of a. &' (with m=100 GeV) at vs =400 GeV."

A separate sample of data with a beryllium tar-
get contains 31 events within & 5.5 GeV and, in

conjunction with the Cu data, determines the A

dependence in that mass range to be A'""".
All cross sections reported here are in units per
nucleon under the assumption of a purely linear
A dependence at all masses.

The search for fine structure in a dimuon ex-
periment is hindered by the poor mass resolution
(+ 2.7' rms) relative to dielectrons. The data do
not confirm a possible structure suggested by a
clustering of twelve dielectron events near m, +,-

=6.0 GeV in the previous experiment. '" We have
established (at 95Vo confidence level) the upper
limit on the cross section for a narrow resonance
(i.e. , less than the resolution of 380 MeV full
width at half-maximum at 6 GeV) which can be ac-
commodated by the data to be (do/dy), ,B =(1.3-
2.7) x 10 "cm', depending upon a.ssumptions
about the continuum shape. This value is only &

to & of the cross section represented by the clus-
tering in the dielectron experiment. We note that
the discrepancy with the e'e data could have
three origins: (i) The electron data are a ' one-
in-fifty" statistical fluctuation; (ii) the normaliza-
tion, A dependence, and resolution differences
conspire to obscure the signal in the dimuon data;
and (iii) least likely, an apparent p-e difference
is being observed. In forthcoming runs, we hope
to double the dielectron data and to increase the
muon data by an order of magnitude, while im-
proving the latter resolution by a factor of 1.5.

In summary, we have confirmed our previous
observation of a massive dilepton signal above 5

GeV with better statistics and more information
on the production dynamics of the continuum sig-
nal. In as much detail as we can measure, the
data are in gross agreement with a color-added
parton model except for the unexpected broad-
transver se-momentum behavior.
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